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SB 554

It has been brought to my attention you are once again attacking my Second
amendments rights    Why?  I realize the major cities in this country have a serious and deadly
gun control problem , No wait  we have a severe mental health situation.  You are trying to
correct a violence  problem with regulation and control. Perhaps you could consider addressing
the actual problem.

Gun violence is a direct result of a lack of personable responsibility. If we went back to
being responsible for the actions we take, the violence would be reduced.  I'm no expert on this
but at 64 years old and the father of 7 children I have never used a gun  to resolve an issue,
neither have any of my children.  They were raised putting food on the table with guns.

You need to recognize the difference in a mental health situation and a gun situation,
without guns the violence will still be there and the crime will still be happening.   Just those of
us who are quiet and peaceful will be without guns. I find it hard to believe that with the level of
education and experience you have you are unable to figure this out.

Please address the actual issue.   Get the appropriate help to the areas that need it and
address the actual problem,  Guns don't kill people do..

Actually do your job , don't take the easy way out. You are correct there is a serious
problem just not the one you are addressing.   All of the old clesheys fit here.   When guns are
outlawed only outlaws will have guns… You are trying to leave the working class of your country
without protection.  Let's face it, as good as our law enforcement is, the rules that drive these
people to crime are the same rules that prohibit the police from stopping them..

If you look at the small communities where we take care of each other we don't have a
gun or crime problem.   Maybe you should research why.    Could it be in small communities we
are held responsible for our actions by our pears. ( friends helping friends.)   stop promoting
hate and prejudice and just help people get back to work and family values… The social attitude
of the country is not healthy and is very destructive.

James L Holloway


